FOR INVESTOR USE ONLY

Cautious Green Portfolio
Monthly factsheet as at 30 November 2022
Fees

Risk Profile

A “Cautious” risk portfolio seeks to provide a high level of capital protection whilst
still allowing investors the ability to achieve long-term growth (10 years). The portfolio
is suitable for risk-averse investors whose financial temperament cannot tolerate much
variation in performance. Whilst the emphasis is on lower volatility and capital
preservation, a small amount of risk will be taken to seek a higher return.

0.24% to 0.48% inc VAT
(based on AUM level)

Portfolio OCF
0.54%
Transaction Cost 0.06% Investment Objective
Historic Yield
5 year Volatility

2.70%
8.21%

Fund Manager’s Report

To invest in a range of direct holdings and funds which have an ethical focus.

Investment Approach

The portfolio adopts negative screening criteria to avoid investing in unethical
companies plus a positive screen to focus on investing in companies that provide
a social or environmental benefit.

Markets continued their recovery in November as evidence mounted that economies were nearing the peak of inflation and that central banks were considering slowing their monetary
tightening. The month began with the Australian Central Bank following Canada and New Zealand in raising rates by only 0.25%. Domestic economic concerns have been tempering
inflationary worries in these regions. The month ended with Eurozone inflation at -0.1% month-on-month and a speech by Federal Reserve Chair Powell signalling that the Fed will slow the
pace of interest-rate increases in December.
All eyes have been on the Federal Reserve and the rhetoric of its members. They began the month sticking to script, raising rates by 0.75% with Fed Chair Powell delivering a hawkish speech
emphasising that there was a way to go in tightening. Off the back of this, the main US equity market finished 2.5% down. However, a few days later, US CPI data came in weaker than
expected, showing inflation at 7.7% versus an estimate of 7.9% year-on-year. This saw bond yields plunge and stock futures surge, with the same US equity market gaining 3.6% at the open.
This was the biggest climb in two years as markets began to price in a hike of 0.5% at the next meeting, a view reinforced by Powell’s speech at the end of the month.
The Bank of England also delivered a 0.75% rate rise but they said that the peak interest rate will likely be lower than the market had implied. The Bank’s chief economist said that the market
assumptions on rates would lead to “overtightening” and see the UK enter a two-year long recession. Similar to the Fed, therefore, the BoE has indicated that whilst rates have higher to go
this will be done in a less aggressive manner. In contrast to the US and the Eurozone, UK CPI came in higher than expected at 11.1% where the expectation was for 10.7%. This was driven by
food prices which rose sharply at 16.5% alongside gas and electricity as the household bill limit increase came into effect. Core inflation, which excludes food and energy, held steady at 6.5%.
Just as important to markets was the long-anticipated Autumn Statement from Chancellor Hunt as the government continues to recover from the fallout of “Trussonomics”. The Office for
Budget Responsibilities forecasts predict that inflation will fall sharply from the middle of next year and there is a growing acceptance the UK is entering a recession that will last until the end
of next year. Measures from the Statement included reducing allowances on dividends, capital-gains tax and personal taxes. Energy profit levies were increased on oil and gas companies to
35% whilst there was the introduction of a temporary 45% levy on electricity producers.
November also saw the continuation of earnings season which pointed to a slowing global economy. The world’s largest computer maker posted its first sales decline in more than two years,
commenting that the deteriorating macro environment is causing consumers and businesses to be more cautious in spending. In a similar vein, a bellwether for global trade cut their forecast
for worldwide container demand saying that usage will shrink as much as 4% as the economic slowdown weighs on bookings. As commented upon last month, retail earnings further
showed a consumer struggling with the cost of living and in search of opportunities to shop down.
Politics was also at the forefront this month. The US had their midterm elections which saw the Democrats fare much better than had been expected. In what was a tight contest the
Democrats managed to hold onto the Senate but the Republicans took control in the House of Representatives. As a consequence, policies for the remaining two years will likely have to focus
on issues with bipartisan agreements. In China, there were protests against the government and its zero-covid policy. This remains an ongoing situation, but there are early signs that Covid
curbs are beginning to ease which could have positive knock-on effects for global inflationary pressures.
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Cumulative Performance (Net of AMC)*

Top Five Holdings*

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 years

5 years

Edentree Resp & Sust Bond Fund

10.00%

-6.77%

-9.32%

-13.72%

-1.90%

7.03%

Royal London Short Duration Gilt Fund

10.00%

Threadneedle Social Bond Fund

10.00%

Discrete Performance (Net of AMC)*
Dec 21
to Nov 22

Dec 20
to Nov 21

Dec 19
to Nov 20

Dec 18
to Nov 19

Dec 17
to Nov 18

-13.72%

8.92%

4.39%

8.84%

0.24%

Cash

8.50%

Royal London Cash Plus Fund

8.00%

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and
emerging markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a
guide but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and
Wales and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.

*Source: King and Shaxson Asset Management Ltd

Asset Allocation*

Cautious Green Portfolio
Ethical Classification*

Stock Pick – TOMRA invented the world’s first fully-automated reverse

Socially Directed
6.00%

vending machine in 1972. Reverse vending machines are especially
common in regions with container deposit laws or mandatory recycling
legislation. They are responsible for approximately 80,000 installations
across more than 60 markets. Each year, 1.4 trillion beverage containers
are used around the world, representing a vast amount of material that
can be collected and reused or recycled. The company’s mission is to
transform how we all obtain, use and reuse the planet’s resources to
enable a world without waste.

Sustainable
1.00%

Cash
8.50%

Acceptable/
Responsible
34.00%

ESG
Leader
10.00%
Impact
18.00%

Positive
Outcome
22.50%

Positive Investment Themes (Correct as at H1 2022)

Whilst we have access to all the underlying holdings held within each collective, it would be unrealistic to detail each individual company and their own specific positive
outcomes. Instead, the data below looks at the portfolios holistically, and maps their exposure to a number of positive investment themes, such as alternative energy,
sustainable water, or green buildings, to name but a few. We have taken third party data from MSCI and used their thirteen ‘Sustainable Impact Metrics’, which cover
environmental and social impact, and compared it to a blend of global equity and bonds depending on risk.
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Information Used ©2021 MSCI ESG Research LLC. Reproduced by Permission.

A number of the funds and direct equity holdings within your portfolio are not yet covered by MSCI’s analysis. For direct equities, we have made some assumptions where
there is a clear and obvious revenue stream supporting one of the MSCI’s themes. For example, Foresight Solar and Greencoat UK Wind, operate solar and wind farms, so
we have allocated the exposure to these companies to the ‘alternative energy’ category. We do expect the coverage to expand over time, as the quality and depth of reporting
widens through the universe of investable stocks.

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and emerging
markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a guide
but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and Wales
and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.
MSCI Disclaimer: Although King & Shaxson Asset Management information providers, including without limi-tation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (“the ESG Parties”), obtain information (the “Information”) from sources
they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees the originality, accuracy and/or completeness, of any data herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied warranties, including those of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose. The Information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for, or a compo-nent of, any financial instruments or products
or indices. Further, none of the Information can in and of itself be used to determine which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell them. None of the ESG Parties shall have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Contact
King & Shaxson Limited, 1st Floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London EC3A 7BR
www.kingandshaxsonethical.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7426 5950

FOR INVESTOR USE ONLY

Light Green Portfolio
Monthly factsheet as at 30 November 2022
Fees

Risk Profile

A “Light Green” portfolio is suitable for investors who wish to invest in a low to moderate
risk portfolio of investments from a range of asset classes. The portfolio is suitable for
those whose financial situation can tolerate a moderate level of volatility in performance.

0.24% to 0.48% inc VAT
(based on AUM level)

Portfolio OCF
0.58% Investment Objective
Transaction Cost 0.08% To invest in a range of direct holdings and funds which have an ethical focus.
Investment Approach
Historic Yield
2.51%
5 year Volatility

9.08%

The portfolio adopts negative screening criteria to avoid investing in unethical
companies plus a positive screen to focus on investing in companies that provide
a social or environmental benefit.

Fund Manager’s Report

Markets continued their recovery in November as evidence mounted that economies were nearing the peak of inflation and that central banks were considering slowing their monetary
tightening. The month began with the Australian Central Bank following Canada and New Zealand in raising rates by only 0.25%. Domestic economic concerns have been tempering
inflationary worries in these regions. The month ended with Eurozone inflation at -0.1% month-on-month and a speech by Federal Reserve Chair Powell signalling that the Fed will slow the
pace of interest-rate increases in December.
All eyes have been on the Federal Reserve and the rhetoric of its members. They began the month sticking to script, raising rates by 0.75% with Fed Chair Powell delivering a hawkish speech
emphasising that there was a way to go in tightening. Off the back of this, the main US equity market finished 2.5% down. However, a few days later, US CPI data came in weaker than
expected, showing inflation at 7.7% versus an estimate of 7.9% year-on-year. This saw bond yields plunge and stock futures surge, with the same US equity market gaining 3.6% at the open.
This was the biggest climb in two years as markets began to price in a hike of 0.5% at the next meeting, a view reinforced by Powell’s speech at the end of the month.
The Bank of England also delivered a 0.75% rate rise but they said that the peak interest rate will likely be lower than the market had implied. The Bank’s chief economist said that the market
assumptions on rates would lead to “overtightening” and see the UK enter a two-year long recession. Similar to the Fed, therefore, the BoE has indicated that whilst rates have higher to go
this will be done in a less aggressive manner. In contrast to the US and the Eurozone, UK CPI came in higher than expected at 11.1% where the expectation was for 10.7%. This was driven by
food prices which rose sharply at 16.5% alongside gas and electricity as the household bill limit increase came into effect. Core inflation, which excludes food and energy, held steady at 6.5%.
Just as important to markets was the long-anticipated Autumn Statement from Chancellor Hunt as the government continues to recover from the fallout of “Trussonomics”. The Office for
Budget Responsibilities forecasts predict that inflation will fall sharply from the middle of next year and there is a growing acceptance the UK is entering a recession that will last until the end
of next year. Measures from the Statement included reducing allowances on dividends, capital-gains tax and personal taxes. Energy profit levies were increased on oil and gas companies to
35% whilst there was the introduction of a temporary 45% levy on electricity producers.
November also saw the continuation of earnings season which pointed to a slowing global economy. The world’s largest computer maker posted its first sales decline in more than two years,
commenting that the deteriorating macro environment is causing consumers and businesses to be more cautious in spending. In a similar vein, a bellwether for global trade cut their forecast
for worldwide container demand saying that usage will shrink as much as 4% as the economic slowdown weighs on bookings. As commented upon last month, retail earnings further
showed a consumer struggling with the cost of living and in search of opportunities to shop down.
Politics was also at the forefront this month. The US had their midterm elections which saw the Democrats fare much better than had been expected. In what was a tight contest the
Democrats managed to hold onto the Senate but the Republicans took control in the House of Representatives. As a consequence, policies for the remaining two years will likely have to focus
on issues with bipartisan agreements. In China, there were protests against the government and its zero-covid policy. This remains an ongoing situation, but there are early signs that Covid
curbs are beginning to ease which could have positive knock-on effects for global inflationary pressures.
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Top Five Holdings*

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 years

5 years

Royal London Short Duration Gilt Fund

10.00%

-7.10%

-8.73%

-14.33%

-0.02%

10.49%

Threadneedle Social Bond Fund

10.00%

Discrete Performance (Net of AMC)*
Dec 21
to Nov 22

Dec 20
to Nov 21

Dec 19
to Nov 20

Dec 18
to Nov 19

Dec 17
to Nov 18

-14.33%

10.53%

5.58%

10.08%

0.39%

Royal London Cash Plus Fund

8.00%

Edentree Resp & Sust Bond Fund

7.00%

M&G Positive Impact Fund

6.00%

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and
emerging markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a
guide but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and
Wales and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.

*Source: King and Shaxson Asset Management Ltd

Asset Allocation*

Light Green Portfolio
Ethical Classification*

Stock Pick – TOMRA invented the world’s first fully-automated reverse

Socially Directed
6.00%

vending machine in 1972. Reverse vending machines are especially
common in regions with container deposit laws or mandatory recycling
legislation. They are responsible for approximately 80,000 installations
across more than 60 markets. Each year, 1.4 trillion beverage containers
are used around the world, representing a vast amount of material that
can be collected and reused or recycled. The company’s mission is to
transform how we all obtain, use and reuse the planet’s resources to
enable a world without waste.
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ESG Leader
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10.00%
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22.00%

Impact
20.00%

Positive Investment Themes (Correct as at H1 2022)

Whilst we have access to all the underlying holdings held within each collective, it would be unrealistic to detail each individual company and their own specific positive
outcomes. Instead, the data below looks at the portfolios holistically, and maps their exposure to a number of positive investment themes, such as alternative energy,
sustainable water, or green buildings, to name but a few. We have taken third party data from MSCI and used their thirteen ‘Sustainable Impact Metrics’, which cover
environmental and social impact, and compared it to a blend of global equity and bonds depending on risk.
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Information Used ©2021 MSCI ESG Research LLC. Reproduced by Permission.

A number of the funds and direct equity holdings within your portfolio are not yet covered by MSCI’s analysis. For direct equities, we have made some assumptions where
there is a clear and obvious revenue stream supporting one of the MSCI’s themes. For example, Foresight Solar and Greencoat UK Wind, operate solar and wind farms, so
we have allocated the exposure to these companies to the ‘alternative energy’ category. We do expect the coverage to expand over time, as the quality and depth of reporting
widens through the universe of investable stocks.

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and emerging
markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a guide
but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and Wales
and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.
MSCI Disclaimer: Although King & Shaxson Asset Management information providers, including without limi-tation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (“the ESG Parties”), obtain information (the “Information”) from sources
they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees the originality, accuracy and/or completeness, of any data herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied warranties, including those of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose. The Information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for, or a compo-nent of, any financial instruments or products
or indices. Further, none of the Information can in and of itself be used to determine which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell them. None of the ESG Parties shall have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Contact
King & Shaxson Limited, 1st Floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London EC3A 7BR
www.kingandshaxsonethical.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7426 5950

FOR INVESTOR USE ONLY

Mid Green Portfolio
Monthly factsheet as at 30 November 2022
Fees

Risk Profile

A “Mid Green” portfolio is suitable for investors who wish to invest in a moderate to
high risk portfolio of investments from a range of asset classes. The portfolio is
suitable for those can tolerate a moderate to higher level of volatility in performance.

0.24% to 0.48% inc VAT
(based on AUM level)

Portfolio OCF
0.66% Investment Objective
Transaction Cost 0.08% To invest in a range of direct holdings and funds which have an ethical focus.
Historic Yield
1.90% Investment Approach
5 year Volatility 11.01%

The portfolio adopts negative screening criteria to avoid investing in unethical
companies plus a positive screen to focus on investing in companies that provide
a social or environmental benefit.

Fund Manager’s Report

Markets continued their recovery in November as evidence mounted that economies were nearing the peak of inflation and that central banks were considering slowing their monetary
tightening. The month began with the Australian Central Bank following Canada and New Zealand in raising rates by only 0.25%. Domestic economic concerns have been tempering
inflationary worries in these regions. The month ended with Eurozone inflation at -0.1% month-on-month and a speech by Federal Reserve Chair Powell signalling that the Fed will slow the
pace of interest-rate increases in December.
All eyes have been on the Federal Reserve and the rhetoric of its members. They began the month sticking to script, raising rates by 0.75% with Fed Chair Powell delivering a hawkish speech
emphasising that there was a way to go in tightening. Off the back of this, the main US equity market finished 2.5% down. However, a few days later, US CPI data came in weaker than
expected, showing inflation at 7.7% versus an estimate of 7.9% year-on-year. This saw bond yields plunge and stock futures surge, with the same US equity market gaining 3.6% at the open.
This was the biggest climb in two years as markets began to price in a hike of 0.5% at the next meeting, a view reinforced by Powell’s speech at the end of the month.
The Bank of England also delivered a 0.75% rate rise but they said that the peak interest rate will likely be lower than the market had implied. The Bank’s chief economist said that the market
assumptions on rates would lead to “overtightening” and see the UK enter a two-year long recession. Similar to the Fed, therefore, the BoE has indicated that whilst rates have higher to go
this will be done in a less aggressive manner. In contrast to the US and the Eurozone, UK CPI came in higher than expected at 11.1% where the expectation was for 10.7%. This was driven by
food prices which rose sharply at 16.5% alongside gas and electricity as the household bill limit increase came into effect. Core inflation, which excludes food and energy, held steady at 6.5%.
Just as important to markets was the long-anticipated Autumn Statement from Chancellor Hunt as the government continues to recover from the fallout of “Trussonomics”. The Office for
Budget Responsibilities forecasts predict that inflation will fall sharply from the middle of next year and there is a growing acceptance the UK is entering a recession that will last until the end
of next year. Measures from the Statement included reducing allowances on dividends, capital-gains tax and personal taxes. Energy profit levies were increased on oil and gas companies to
35% whilst there was the introduction of a temporary 45% levy on electricity producers.
November also saw the continuation of earnings season which pointed to a slowing global economy. The world’s largest computer maker posted its first sales decline in more than two years,
commenting that the deteriorating macro environment is causing consumers and businesses to be more cautious in spending. In a similar vein, a bellwether for global trade cut their forecast
for worldwide container demand saying that usage will shrink as much as 4% as the economic slowdown weighs on bookings. As commented upon last month, retail earnings further
showed a consumer struggling with the cost of living and in search of opportunities to shop down.
Politics was also at the forefront this month. The US had their midterm elections which saw the Democrats fare much better than had been expected. In what was a tight contest the
Democrats managed to hold onto the Senate but the Republicans took control in the House of Representatives. As a consequence, policies for the remaining two years will likely have to focus
on issues with bipartisan agreements. In China, there were protests against the government and its zero-covid policy. This remains an ongoing situation, but there are early signs that Covid
curbs are beginning to ease which could have positive knock-on effects for global inflationary pressures.
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Cumulative Performance (Net of AMC)*

UK Fixed
Interest
16.68%

Top Five Holdings*

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 years

5 years

Pacific Assets Trust

10.00%

-6.96%

-7.27%

-14.81%

2.81%

12.36%

Royal London Short Duration Gilt Fund

10.00%

Discrete Performance (Net of AMC)*
Dec 21
to Nov 22

Dec 20
to Nov 21

Dec 19
to Nov 20

Dec 18
to Nov 19

Dec 17
to Nov 18

-14.81%

13.08%

6.72%

10.69%

-1.27%

M&G Positive Impact Fund

9.00%

Threadneedle Social Bond Fund

7.00%

WHEB Sustainability Fund

7.00%

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and
emerging markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a
guide but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and
Wales and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.

*Source: King and Shaxson Asset Management Ltd

Asset Allocation*

Mid Green Portfolio
Ethical Classification*

Stock Pick – TOMRA invented the world’s first fully-automated reverse

Cash
5.00%

vending machine in 1972. Reverse vending machines are especially
common in regions with container deposit laws or mandatory recycling
legislation. They are responsible for approximately 80,000 installations
across more than 60 markets. Each year, 1.4 trillion beverage containers
are used around the world, representing a vast amount of material that
can be collected and reused or recycled. The company’s mission is to
transform how we all obtain, use and reuse the planet’s resources to
enable a world without waste.

ESG Leader
4.00%

Socially Directed
7.00%

Positive
Outcome
27.00%

Responsible
10.00%

Sustainable
21.00%

Impact
26.00%

Positive Investment Themes (Correct as at H1 2022)

Whilst we have access to all the underlying holdings held within each collective, it would be unrealistic to detail each individual company and their own specific positive
outcomes. Instead, the data below looks at the portfolios holistically, and maps their exposure to a number of positive investment themes, such as alternative energy,
sustainable water, or green buildings, to name but a few. We have taken third party data from MSCI and used their thirteen ‘Sustainable Impact Metrics’, which cover
environmental and social impact, and compared it to a blend of global equity and bonds depending on risk.
Mid Green
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Information Used ©2021 MSCI ESG Research LLC. Reproduced by Permission.

A number of the funds and direct equity holdings within your portfolio are not yet covered by MSCI’s analysis. For direct equities, we have made some assumptions where
there is a clear and obvious revenue stream supporting one of the MSCI’s themes. For example, Foresight Solar and Greencoat UK Wind, operate solar and wind farms, so
we have allocated the exposure to these companies to the ‘alternative energy’ category. We do expect the coverage to expand over time, as the quality and depth of reporting
widens through the universe of investable stocks.

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and emerging
markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a guide
but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and Wales
and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.
MSCI Disclaimer: Although King & Shaxson Asset Management information providers, including without limi-tation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (“the ESG Parties”), obtain information (the “Information”) from sources
they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees the originality, accuracy and/or completeness, of any data herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied warranties, including those of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose. The Information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for, or a compo-nent of, any financial instruments or products
or indices. Further, none of the Information can in and of itself be used to determine which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell them. None of the ESG Parties shall have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Contact
King & Shaxson Limited, 1st Floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London EC3A 7BR
www.kingandshaxsonethical.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7426 5950

FOR INVESTOR USE ONLY

Dark Green Portfolio
Monthly factsheet as at 30 November 2022
Fees

Risk Profile

A “Dark Green” risk portfolio seeks to achieve high returns. Investors must be prepared to
accept a higher level of risk and volatility in the expectations of higher than average returns
over the longer term (10 years). The portfolio will have a higher degree of exposure to
equity and equity funds so investors will take a higher degree of risk with their capital.

0.24% to 0.48% inc VAT
(based on AUM level)

Portfolio OCF
0.71%
Investment Objective
Transaction Cost 0.09% To invest in a range of direct holdings and funds which have an ethical focus.
Historic Yield
1.95% Investment Approach
The portfolio adopts negative screening criteria to avoid investing in unethical
5 year Volatility 12.57% companies plus a positive screen to focus on investing in companies that provide
a social or environmental benefit.

Fund Manager’s Report

Markets continued their recovery in November as evidence mounted that economies were nearing the peak of inflation and that central banks were considering slowing their monetary
tightening. The month began with the Australian Central Bank following Canada and New Zealand in raising rates by only 0.25%. Domestic economic concerns have been tempering
inflationary worries in these regions. The month ended with Eurozone inflation at -0.1% month-on-month and a speech by Federal Reserve Chair Powell signalling that the Fed will slow the
pace of interest-rate increases in December.
All eyes have been on the Federal Reserve and the rhetoric of its members. They began the month sticking to script, raising rates by 0.75% with Fed Chair Powell delivering a hawkish speech
emphasising that there was a way to go in tightening. Off the back of this, the main US equity market finished 2.5% down. However, a few days later, US CPI data came in weaker than
expected, showing inflation at 7.7% versus an estimate of 7.9% year-on-year. This saw bond yields plunge and stock futures surge, with the same US equity market gaining 3.6% at the open.
This was the biggest climb in two years as markets began to price in a hike of 0.5% at the next meeting, a view reinforced by Powell’s speech at the end of the month.
The Bank of England also delivered a 0.75% rate rise but they said that the peak interest rate will likely be lower than the market had implied. The Bank’s chief economist said that the market
assumptions on rates would lead to “overtightening” and see the UK enter a two-year long recession. Similar to the Fed, therefore, the BoE has indicated that whilst rates have higher to go
this will be done in a less aggressive manner. In contrast to the US and the Eurozone, UK CPI came in higher than expected at 11.1% where the expectation was for 10.7%. This was driven by
food prices which rose sharply at 16.5% alongside gas and electricity as the household bill limit increase came into effect. Core inflation, which excludes food and energy, held steady at 6.5%.
Just as important to markets was the long-anticipated Autumn Statement from Chancellor Hunt as the government continues to recover from the fallout of “Trussonomics”. The Office for
Budget Responsibilities forecasts predict that inflation will fall sharply from the middle of next year and there is a growing acceptance the UK is entering a recession that will last until the end
of next year. Measures from the Statement included reducing allowances on dividends, capital-gains tax and personal taxes. Energy profit levies were increased on oil and gas companies to
35% whilst there was the introduction of a temporary 45% levy on electricity producers.
November also saw the continuation of earnings season which pointed to a slowing global economy. The world’s largest computer maker posted its first sales decline in more than two years,
commenting that the deteriorating macro environment is causing consumers and businesses to be more cautious in spending. In a similar vein, a bellwether for global trade cut their forecast
for worldwide container demand saying that usage will shrink as much as 4% as the economic slowdown weighs on bookings. As commented upon last month, retail earnings further
showed a consumer struggling with the cost of living and in search of opportunities to shop down.
Politics was also at the forefront this month. The US had their midterm elections which saw the Democrats fare much better than had been expected. In what was a tight contest the
Democrats managed to hold onto the Senate but the Republicans took control in the House of Representatives. As a consequence, policies for the remaining two years will likely have to focus
on issues with bipartisan agreements. In China, there were protests against the government and its zero-covid policy. This remains an ongoing situation, but there are early signs that Covid
curbs are beginning to ease which could have positive knock-on effects for global inflationary pressures.

Geographical Analysis*
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5.00%
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4.00%
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2.39%
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2.00%
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1.91%
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12.59%
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Cumulative Performance (Net of AMC)*

Top Five Holdings*

3 months

6 months

1 year

3 years

5 years

M&G Positive Impact Fund

10.00%

-6.62%

-5.41%

-13.13%

10.98%

22.71%

Pacific Assets Trust

10.00%

WHEB Sustainability Fund

10.00%

Discrete Performance (Net of AMC)*
Dec 21
to Nov 22

Dec 20
to Nov 21

Dec 19
to Nov 20

Dec 18
to Nov 19

Dec 17
to Nov 18

-13.13%

15.51%

10.59%

11.47%

-0.80%

Impax Environmental Markets

5.00%

Montanaro Better World Fund

5.00%

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and
emerging markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a
guide but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and
Wales and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.

*Source: King and Shaxson Asset Management Ltd

Asset Allocation*

Dark Green Portfolio
Ethical Classification*

Stock Pick – TOMRA invented the world’s first fully-automated reverse

Cash
5.00%

vending machine in 1972. Reverse vending machines are especially
common in regions with container deposit laws or mandatory recycling
legislation. They are responsible for approximately 80,000 installations
across more than 60 markets. Each year, 1.4 trillion beverage containers
are used around the world, representing a vast amount of material that
can be collected and reused or recycled. The company’s mission is to
transform how we all obtain, use and reuse the planet’s resources to
enable a world without waste.

ESG Leader
4.00%

Socially
Directed
7.00%

Positive
Outcome
31.50%

Sustainable
25.00%
Impact
27.50%

Positive Investment Themes (Correct as at H1 2022)

Whilst we have access to all the underlying holdings held within each collective, it would be unrealistic to detail each individual company and their own specific positive
outcomes. Instead, the data below looks at the portfolios holistically, and maps their exposure to a number of positive investment themes, such as alternative energy,
sustainable water, or green buildings, to name but a few. We have taken third party data from MSCI and used their thirteen ‘Sustainable Impact Metrics’, which cover
environmental and social impact, and compared it to a blend of global equity and bonds depending on risk.
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Information Used ©2021 MSCI ESG Research LLC. Reproduced by Permission.

A number of the funds and direct equity holdings within your portfolio are not yet covered by MSCI’s analysis. For direct equities, we have made some assumptions where
there is a clear and obvious revenue stream supporting one of the MSCI’s themes. For example, Foresight Solar and Greencoat UK Wind, operate solar and wind farms, so
we have allocated the exposure to these companies to the ‘alternative energy’ category. We do expect the coverage to expand over time, as the quality and depth of reporting
widens through the universe of investable stocks.

Disclaimer: Please remember this factsheet is just a snapshot in time in relation to performance data, and is not intended or to be relied upon by retail investors. Note that the value of investments and the income arising from them,
may fall as well as rise and is not guaranteed. You may not get back the amount invested, especially in the early years. Investors should be aware of the underlying risk associated with investing in shares of small-cap stocks and emerging
markets. These can prove to be more volatile than in more developed stock markets. Derivative instruments may be used from time to time for the purpose of efficient portfolio management.
ESG and Impact investing, will by its very nature, have no or very limited exposure to some key sectors of stock markets and a higher exposure to a number of positive themes. It is therefore important to understand that both performance
and the risks associated can differ versus a portfolio that does not include ethical exclusions.
As the portfolios are housed on number of platforms there will be some variances in cost and performance depending on the platforms ability to hold certain share classes and their policy on execution, and the data is to provide a guide
but each platform will vary. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (Reg. No. 3870667) has its registered office at 1st floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London, EC3A 7BR. The Company is registered in England and Wales
and is part of the PhillipCapital Group. King & Shaxson Asset Management Limited (FCA Reg. No. 823315) is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 12 Endeavour Square, London, E20 1JN.
MSCI Disclaimer: Although King & Shaxson Asset Management information providers, including without limi-tation, MSCI ESG Research LLC and its affiliates (“the ESG Parties”), obtain information (the “Information”) from sources
they consider reliable, none of the ESG Parties warrants or guarantees the originality, accuracy and/or completeness, of any data herein and expressly disclaim all express or implied warranties, including those of merchantability and
fitness for a particular purpose. The Information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for, or a compo-nent of, any financial instruments or products
or indices. Further, none of the Information can in and of itself be used to determine which securities to buy or sell or when to buy or sell them. None of the ESG Parties shall have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, punitive,
consequential or any other damages (including lost profits) even if notified of the possibility of such damages.

Contact
King & Shaxson Limited, 1st Floor, Cutlers Court, 115 Houndsditch, London EC3A 7BR
www.kingandshaxsonethical.co.uk
+44 (0)20 7426 5950

